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Denver: Dine in The Mile High City
Enjoy some of the best restaurants Denver has to offer.

D

enver is a sprawling metropolis that sits on the
western edge of the High Plains. Once upon a time,
Denver was a cow town. Now the city boasts a diverse
economic foundation, encompassing transportation, energy,
telecommunications, mining and technology. Denver’s
economy is booming, which means the city’s residents like
to dine out. And that means excellent restaurants. Here is a
list of some of the best restaurants in The Mile-High City.

The Preservery
Adler Planetarium is a public museum dedicated to
astronomy. Located in the RiNo (River North Art District), a
charming and hip industrial district, The Preservery stands
out because of its innovative and delicious dishes combined
with a unique ambience. For starters, there is no tipping,
as the tip is included in the price. There is live music that
ranges from jazz, to R&B and even classical. The Preserve’s
menu features eclectic dishes like edible flowers, onion jam,
vegan salads, wagyu, octopus and desserts that confectioners
dream of.
3040 Blake Street, Denver, CO 80205 | 303-298-6821
http://thepreservery.com

The Way Back
Some people describe The Way Back as a restaurant; other
people describe it as a bar that serves food. However you
choose to define it, The Way Back metes out innovative
cocktails, along with standard cocktails concocted correctly
and with panache, and an enchanting wine list that caters to
any palate. On the food side, The Way Back’s menu isn’t as
extensive as other restaurants, but the offerings are peerless,
4
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including vegetable appetizers that go far beyond carrots
sticks, celery and dip. And there’s roasted chicken, which on
the surface sounds banal, but the chef must wave a magic
wand over it because it’s the best chicken you’ll ever taste.
3963 Tennison Street, Denver, CO 80212 | 970-682-6888
http://thewaybackdenver.com

Avelina
Avelina holds sway as one of Denver’s top restaurants. Set
in the center of the downtown area, Avelina’s ambience
rests on soft lighting, tasteful music, chenille and Italian
leather-covered seating. The menu revolves around modern
American and Mediterranean dishes prepared with a slightly
exotic flair. For example, short ribs glazed in Yuzu and chili;
or perhaps flatbread with lamb spiced Moroccan style, served
with cauliflower buds roasted to perfection. Another favorite
is warm artichokes with shiitakes.
1550 17th Street, Denver, CO 80202 | 720-904-6711
http://www.avelinadenver.com
Coperta
Ideally located near Benedict Fountain Park, Coperta
specializes in authentic Italian cuisine that has made it
something of a destination spot. The restaurant is open for
breakfast, lunch and dinner. Coperta’s menu offers enticing
dishes like pollo allo diavolo, which is chile-marinated
chicken charred over wood; and the bucatini all’amatriciana
is to die for, arriving with guanciale and polenta dipped in
butter and whey, and then cooked just right. For something
a little more filling, try the cavatelli immersed in a thick meat

Denver boasts a diverse
economic foundation,
encompassing
transportation, energy,
telecommunications,
mining and technology.

ragu. Coperta’s breakfasts feature Italian roasted coffee and
delicate pastries. Lunch fare includes soups, salads and panini.
400 East 20th Avenue, Denver, CO 80203 | 720-749-4666
http://www.copertadenver.com

12@Madison
12@MADISON opened in early 2016. And it’s been a
hit with diners since day one. The menu offers entrees
spanning from light to heavy, including soups and salads,
vegetables, seafood and chicken on the light end. The heavy
end entails offerings like beef and desserts. The restaurant
eschews popular catchwords and tags, opting instead
for meticulously prepared dishes, along with spectacular
presentation. Popular dishes such as veal sweetbreads and
ricotta gnudi keep patrons coming back again and again.

make reservations well in advance, as the place is booked
to the max because the food is so good. This is definitely a
destination spot you should add to your list.
98 Steele Street, Denver, CO 80206 | 303-329-6628
https://www.matsuhisarestaurants.com/home/denver

Mister Tuna
Although the name of the restaurant makes it sound like
a fish shack, Mister Tuna, with its gold and black décor,
revolves around a diverse menu that includes Vietnamese,
Indian and Hawaiian inspiration. Mister Tuna’s seafood
goes beyond superlative: ahi poke served with avocado;
corvina with wheat berries and kampachi seasoned with chili,
cilantro, mint and basil. Other favorites are Thai carrot-herb
salad, pork with mustard and even grilled pizzas.

1160 Madison Street, Denver, CO 80206 | 720-216-0190

3033 Brighton Boulevard, Denver, CO 80216 | 303-831-8862

https://www.12atmadison.com

https://www.mistertuna.com

Matsuhisa
Located in Cherry Creek, one of downtown Denver’s
ritzier neighborhoods, Matsuhisa amalgamates traditional
Japanese dishes with innovative touches that provide diners
with the ultimate culinary experience. Each dish looks
like a work of art, embracing both texture and color. The
interior is strikingly lavish, yet not overstated. Be sure to

Mizu Izakaya
In Japan, an izakaya is a bar that serves appetizers with beer
or other drinks. Mizu does have a sushi bar, a concession
to popular taste, because traditional Japanese izakayas don’t
normally include sushi. Other patron favorites include fish
or meat grilled on binchotan charcoals, foie gras and tofu
myHealthTalent.com
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that rivals soft-serve ice cream from Dairy Queen. The tofu
is chilled and showered with a sweet and salty sauce.
1560 Boulder Street, Denver, CO 80211 | 720-372-7100
http://www.mizudenver.com/
El Five
Located on the fifth floor of a building in the Lower
Highlands (LoHi) area of Denver, El Five’s cuisine carries
a definite Spanish-Middle Eastern vibe. Along with
spectacular views visible through the wall of glass, there’s
also a balcony for the more quixotic. The décor shimmers
with bright festive colors that complement the panoramic
views of the Mile-High City. El Five’s menu features
appetizers (tapas) and paellas, a Valencian rice dish seasoned
with saffron and rosemary, graced with artichokes. The wine
list is extensive and relevant, and if you want something with
a little more kick, the bar concocts imaginative cocktails.
2930 Umatilla, Fifth Floor, Denver, CO 80211 | 303-524-9193
https://www.elfivedenver.com
White Pie
When you enter the White Pie, you feel like you’ve been
transported to Connecticut, the home of thin-crust pizza
cooked over oak coals. In addition, there is a wonderful
selection of salads, pastas and salumi, along with the drink
of your choice: beer, wine and correctly mixed cocktails.
Bleached wood, brick walls and marble tabletops provide
the interior with a northeastern feel. During the warmer
months, you can eat your pie on the patio.
1702 Humboldt Street, Denver, CO 80218 | 303-862-5323
http://www.whitepiedenver.com
Concourse Restaurant Moderne
Featuring modern American cuisine, the Concourse
Restaurant is located in Stapleton, the site of the old
airport in Denver, from which the Concourse borrowed its
distinctive décor, featuring horizontal lines and lustrous
tiled flooring. During the day, the Concourse’s menu
offers designer coffees, skillet-fried eggs and fresh exotic
fruit bowls. As evening approaches, the menu changes,
presenting a selection of handmade pastas served in light
creamy sauces. Naturally, cocktails, wine and beer are available.
10195 E. 29th Drive, Denver, CO 80238 | 720-550-6934
http://www.concoursedenver.com

Fish N Beer
Don’t let the name of this restaurant mislead you. Fish N
Beer’s kitchen puts time and effort into each of its culinary
6
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GROW YOUR PHYSICIAN CAREER WITH US
• Emergency Medicine Opportunities •
St. Luke’s University Health Network, the region’s largest, most established health
system, a major teaching hospital, and one of the nation’s 100 Top Hospitals is
seeking BC/BE Emergency Medicine Physicians to join our dedicated team of physicians
providing excellent care at St. Luke’s University Health Network. All departments offer
excellent physician and advanced practice coverage.
We have opportunities available in the following locations:


St. Luke’s Monroe Campus, Bartonsville, PA – is a fully accredited, not-for-profit,
acute care hospital located in Bartonsville, PA. The campus includes a 108 bed
hospital and collectively, the team provides care to over 45,000 visits annually.



St. Luke’s Gnaden Huetten Campus, Lehighton, PA –became part of the St.
Luke’s University Health Network in 2018. The hospital is a fully accredited, not-forprofit, acute care hospital located in Schuylkill County. The Campus plans an
emergency room renovation and expansion to 16 beds with an expected volume of
17,000 annual visits. Strong AP support exists in addition to nearby CT and x-ray
and ED ultrasound access.

Both campuses benefits from all of the resources from an award-winning, highly-respected
university health network and offer an additional location stipend and retention bonus!
To learn more about the above Emergency Medicine Departments, please visit:
https://www.slhn.org/emcareers
In joining St. Luke’s University Health Network you’ll enjoy:








Team-based care with well-educated, dedicated support staff
Work/life balance and flexibility
Support and train emergency medicine residents at two campuses
Exceptional compensation package, incentive plan, starting bonus, and relocation
reimbursement
Generous loan forgiveness program – up to $100,000
Rich benefits package, including malpractice, health and dental insurance, CME
allowance
Opportunities to teach & participate in campus and network administrative meetings
to have your voice heard
For more information please
contact:
Drea Rosko
Physician Recruiter
484-526-4132
PhysicianRecruitment@sluhn.org
myHealthTalent.com
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Why You Should Take
That Interview

A

s salaries continue to rise, how can you be sure you are
getting what you are worth in today’s market? Is your
current position offering everything that you want? Or
should you take that interview and explore other options?

Although the recruiter – or their client – won’t want you
wasting their time, that is not the point here; it is always worth
exploring the other avenues open to you. And it is worth
noting that you can’t judge a job opportunity unless you fully
explore it.

There are plenty of reasons to update your CV and schedule
a few interviews. Primarily, casting your net can act as a
negotiating tool in pursuing a salary increase at your current
position. There are other real advantages to dipping your toe
back into the job market on a regular basis:

A job description says very little about the organizational
culture, the people you’d be working alongside and the other
little day-to-day realities that make a position worthwhile and
enjoyable. The only way to really understand those factors is to
witness or, ideally, experience them for yourself.

• You can sharpen your interview skills.

Of course, this is what a job interview is designed to do – to
offer you a glimpse into whether this role, the organization
and its culture fits with what you want – as much as for the
interviewer to determine whether they think you would be a
good fit.

• You can stay abreast of changing expectations.
• You might find an organization or practice where you would
really like to work.
• You might open up new avenues for career progression that
hadn’t previously been on your radar.
• You can determine if you are happy where you are.
Of course, with as many opportunities as there are and
institutions available to explore new employment, there is still
a limit to what an individual healthcare professional can define
as an ideal situation. However, there is no reason why any of
these benefits should not be worth considering.

The Interview Dillemma
It is likely you have been contacted by recruiters on more than
one occasion. But next time a recruiter contacts you about a
position, strongly consider at least taking a look.
8
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Depending on your specialty, unless you live in a big
metropolitan area, there may not be that large a pool of
possible employers – or, indeed, healthcare recruitment
companies – local to you. This means that you’ll need to adhere
to some ground rules if you are going to see what else is
available to you.
• Communicate honestly with your recruiter and your potential
employer, so everyone knows where they stand.
• Find a reputable recruiter to work with you; one with specialist
medical expertise and experience, so they understand you,
your desires and your expertise and have established links into
employer organizations.
• Ensure you communicate in a timely manner with everyone

Updating your CV and
scheduling a few interviews
can act as a negotiating
tool for a salary increase at
your current position.

A

s salaries continue to rise, how can you be sure you are
getting what you are worth in today’s market? Is your
current position offering everything that you want? Or
should you take that interview and explore other options?

Although the recruiter – or their client – won’t want you
wasting their time, that is not the point here; it is always worth
exploring the other avenues open to you. And it is worth
noting that you can’t judge a job opportunity unless you fully
explore it.

There are plenty of reasons to update your CV and schedule
a few interviews. Primarily, casting your net can act as a
negotiating tool in pursuing a salary increase at your current
position. There are other real advantages to dipping your toe
back into the job market on a regular basis:

A job description says very little about the organizational
culture, the people you’d be working alongside and the other
little day-to-day realities that make a position worthwhile and
enjoyable. The only way to really understand those factors is to
witness or, ideally, experience them for yourself.

• You can sharpen your interview skills.

Of course, this is what a job interview is designed to do – to
offer you a glimpse into whether this role, the organization
and its culture fits with what you want – as much as for the
interviewer to determine whether they think you would be a
good fit.

• You can stay abreast of changing expectations.
• You might find an organization or practice where you would
really like to work.
• You might open up new avenues for career progression that
hadn’t previously been on your radar.
• You can determine if you are happy where you are.
Of course, with as many opportunities as there are and
institutions available to explore new employment, there is still
a limit to what an individual healthcare professional can define
as an ideal situation. However, there is no reason why any of
these benefits should not be worth considering.

The Interview Dillemma
It is likely you have been contacted by recruiters on more than
one occasion. But next time a recruiter contacts you about a
position, strongly consider at least taking a look.

Depending on your specialty, unless you live in a big
metropolitan area, there may not be that large a pool of
possible employers – or, indeed, healthcare recruitment
companies – local to you. This means that you’ll need to adhere
to some ground rules if you are going to see what else is
available to you.
• Communicate honestly with your recruiter and your potential
employer, so everyone knows where they stand.
• Find a reputable recruiter to work with you; one with specialist
medical expertise and experience, so they understand you,
your desires and your expertise and have established links into
employer organizations.
• Ensure you communicate in a timely manner with everyone
myHealthTalent.com
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involved; don’t leave people waiting for a response, especially
for a job you’re not interested in.
• If you’re going to interview, you should know in the back of
your mind that you’d be prepared to make that move – even
if you don’t think you’re looking “seriously”; if an opportunity
takes you by surprise and really excites you, are you in a
position to make the big move?
Following these guidelines is vitally important, because – even
if you aren’t interested in the job on the table – you can’t be
sure when you may cross professional paths again with your
interviewer. Acting unprofessionally now could cost you a job –
or another opportunity – that you are really interested in later.

Sources

Why You Should Go To That Interview (Even if You Don’t Want To)
The Muse for Forbes.com
TED Talk: Our Unhealthy Obsession with Choice
Renata Saleci
Should You Use A Counter Offer To Land A Raise?
LearnVest for Forbes.com
Long Term US Inflation: Average Annual Inflation by Decade
InflationData.com

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

How To Deal With The Counter Offer
So, you’ve got an offer on the table. It’s exciting. The team
is great. The pay is a substantial increase. But, your current
institution doesn’t want to lose you. They make a counter-offer.
It’s what you wanted when you embarked on your initial job
search, but now you’re not so sure… the new role has so many
exciting elements.
Trying to make sense of this type of decision can be
overwhelming, because there are no right or wrong answers,
you can only do what you think is the best decision for you at
that point. But don’t let that dilemma hold you back. Changing
roles is a good way to keep your salary on track. Annual
inflation compensation increases usually hover around the 3%
- 5% mark. But when you get recruited into a new position,
these are generally lateral moves. You can negotiate significant
raises with organizations that want to recruit you if they think
you are the right person for the role. Equally, your organization
is likely to offer you an increase in salary if they don’t want to
lose you to another organization.
As we’ve already noted, using a job offer as a negotiating tactic
with your current employer can be a risky strategy. If you aren’t
sure you want to leave and then don’t receive a counter-offer
from your current employer, what do you do?
Do you stay and reinforce the idea you aren’t worth the raise?
Or go to a job you’re not certain you want? For this reason,
it’s vital you only employ this strategy with a job you’d be
prepared to accept. Whatever you decide, you can’t know
whether you’d be prepared to jump ship unless you actually
go to that interview. And, if you do, you might find yourself
getting something a lot more valuable than the opportunity to
negotiate a pay raise: a new understanding of the possibilities
available to you in the job market. n
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Melanie Grano is a freelance business writer and 20-year Journalism
veteran who regularly contributes to career-based publications,
including ThirdCertainty and Computer Times.
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Common Interview Errors to Avoid

G

ood communication is not only an important component
of the provider-patient relationship, it also demonstrates
your professionalism and the working relationship your
colleagues can expect to have with you. You can state on your
resume that you have excellent communication skills, but you
will actually have to prove it during your interview, so avoiding
these common pitfalls is important.

There is a huge benefit to having several irons in the fire. If you
have more than one offer come in, you’ll be in a better position
to negotiate terms and salary – especially if your potential
employer knows they aren’t the only facility making you an
offer.

Error #1: Creating a poor pre-interview impression

Even if you decide a position is not for you, you now have more
interview experience under your belt. You’ve had the chance to
perfect your answers and get a grip on your nerves – helping
to prepare you for when you do get that interview for the job of
your dreams.

Getting your communication right pre-interview ensures that
you make it to the interview stage.
At this stage, you’re relying on your resume to speak for you –
so make sure that this is as polished as it can be. You may want
to tweak it slightly for each of the roles you are applying for, to
call out different aspects of your experience and training. Take
the time to at least consider this.
Label your resume and other supporting documentation in a
way that makes it easy for your interviewer. Your name and the
position you are applying for are a good place to start (Resume
from Jane Doe for position of Physician at X Hospital).
Your resume isn’t the only communication by which you
will be judged. Make sure your voicemail message sounds
professional and you return calls promptly. Use a professional
sounding email address (John.Brown@email.com, rather than
JohnnyBeGood@email.com) and ensure your profile pictures
are equally professional (use a headshot).

Error #2: Passing up valuable interview experience
Even if you aren’t sure whether a role is right for you, if you
are offered the opportunity to interview it is worth accepting.
Things can look very different on paper than they do in practice
and the job you most fancied on paper might not be your toprunner after you’ve toured the facilities and met the team.
12
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There’s no harm in keeping your options open: you can always
say no; but make sure you turn down an offer in a professional
and timely manner.

Error #3: Going in unprepared
You can’t control how your interviewers will conduct the
interview, so try not to worry about that. You can control your
preparation, however – so don’t skimp on it.
Think about what you want from the role; create a list of your
priorities and be prepared to be asked and to ask about them
during the interview.
• Review the position and the list of candidate requirements.
Consider how well your skills and experience match what the
interviewer will be looking for and prepare how to present this
information to demonstrate that you are a good fit for the job.
• Research the employer’s reputation, significant recent news,
achievements, investments, background, the local area and
demographics, and other relevant information you can find.
Not only will this help you come across as well informed and
interested, it will help you to consider whether the position is
right for you. You’ll also identify some of the questions you will
want to have answered during the interview. Your preparation
will pay off during your interview.

Error #4: Making the employer do all the work in the
interview
Don’t forget the interview is for you to decide whether the
role, people, and facility are a fit for you as much as it is for the
interviewer to find out more about you.
Hopefully, you’ve already prepared and thought carefully about
what is important to you and what it is about the role or facility
that you want to know more about – so you should find it easy
to ask questions throughout the interview.
In addition to helping you remain calm because you know you
are well prepared, you will impress your interviewer by being
able to ask informed and pertinent questions about the facility
and the role for which you are interviewing. You don’t need to
wait until the end to raise pertinent questions; this is a dialogue
between you and a future potential colleague – and treating
it as such should help you to represent yourself professionally
and confidently. The ease with which you conduct yourself
during the interview will speak volumes about your professional
conduct and your interest in the position.

Error #5: Not taking notes – or taking poor notes

Who knows when you might come into contact with them in
a future professional capacity or whether you might like to
reapply to that facility – you don’t want to burn bridges through
a simple deficiency in communication.
Candidates who adopt a professional manner and communicate
clearly throughout the process should find this step a breeze.
When it comes to job searches, applications, and interviews, a
little research goes a long way. And first among all else must be
clarity about what you want from a position. We hope alerting
you to these seven common communication mistakes will help
you to be more confident about the choices you are making and
more successful during the interviewing process.
Last but not least it is important to note that it can be
nerves getting the better of you that lead to making the
communication errors we’ve identified here. The recruitment
process can be stressful for candidates, so make sure you
schedule some downtime and take the time to relax. And, every
now and then, force yourself to take a step back and look at the
big picture. n

Sources

Medical Job Interview Tips for Physicians and Clinicians, LocumLeaders.com

Don’t be afraid to take notes during the interview process; it’s
perfectly acceptable to jot down names, information about
the role, reporting structures, or salary. You are going to
make a major life decision based upon what is said during the
interview, so it is important that you know exactly what was
discussed or promised.
However, make sure your notetaking doesn’t take place at the
expense of making eye contact with your interviewer. National
locum tenens agency Locum Leaders advises that maintaining
a connection with your interviewer throughout the interview
is important. And never refer to your notes when answering
a question. Don’t jeopardize the impression that you are a
subject matter expert and are good at your job.

Error #6: Not following up post interview

Powered by

Follow up with your interviewer after the interview to thank
them for their time and consideration. As well as being
common courtesy, this small act of appreciation adroitly
demonstrates your communication skills – and offers a positive
glimpse of what it might be like to work alongside you.
This step is also your opportunity to reiterate your interest and
your qualification for the role, as well as to highlight something
unique about your candidacy that might give you an edge.
Make your thank you message personal and thoughtful. If you
find yourself in a highly competitive situation with another
candidate, this small courtesy could be the action that tips the
balance in your favor.

Error #7: Failing to play the long game
If you are offered the role, but decide it’s not for you, it’s
important to let the interviewer know as soon as possible. Don’t
drag things out to “keep your options open” or because you
don’t like delivering bad news. Remain professional and wish
the interviewer the best of luck with their search.

Don’t stop
advancing yourself
or your career
The Resources page on myHealthTalent.com provides
healthcare industry trends, hot topics in your
specialty, career advancement tips and much more.
Visit blog.myhealthtalent.com, and bookmark this
page as your career resource
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Emergency Medicine
Residency Program Director

Level 2 trauma center with high acuity

JOB DESCRIPTION

seeks Program Director to help develop and

» Develop and lead the operation of the EM Residency Program
» Oversee the activities of the residents and other faculty members
» Recruit, interview, and select residents, and facilitate the
involvement of residents
» Assist the Medical Center in recruiting a sufficient number of
appropriately trained and qualified faculty members to conduct the
program.
» Participate with the DME/DIO and VPMA in the overall formulation,
review and revision of policies and procedures, and structure and
content of the curriculum for the program.
» Structure, coordinate, and participate with the faculty in providing
a didactic program for residents in compliance with ACGME
requirements
» Ideal candidate will have experience developing a program
from beginning through implementation & will have strong
administrative and team-building skills.
» Additional responsibilities as outlined by ACGME & available to
interested candidate

implement a NEW ACGME EM residency. This
is an exciting opportunity for an experienced,
motivated physician leader to have input
in building a program from the ground up.
The Program Director will be responsible
for the development and operation of the
Emergency Medicine Residency Program and
will oversee the activities of the residents and
other faculty members.

POSITION BENEFITS
» Competitive salary including but not limited to paid vacation,
matching retirement, health, dental and vision insurance options
» Commencement bonus and relocation allowance
» CME allowance , paid malpractice and paid licensing fee
» Protected time minimum 50% (20 hours/week) dedicated to
program educational and administrative duties

FOR MORE INFORMATION
PLEASE CONTACT

Sarah Purvis
Director, Southeast Health Physician Recruitment

office: 334-793-8145 • cell: 334-797-5090
sbpurvis@southeasthealth.org

REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS
» Minimum of 3 years’ experience as a core faculty member in an
ACGME accredited EM program & 3 years demonstrated exp. in
an ACGME leadership role
» Current certification by ABEM or AOBEM;
» Evidence of ongoing involvement in scholarly activity, including
peer-reviewed publications

Exciting opportunities at
our growing organization
• Core Emergency Medicine and PEM Faculty positions
• EM Medical Director
• EMS Medical Director / EMS Fellowship Director
• Vice Chair, Clinical Operations & Strategy Development
• Vice Chair, Research
Penn State Health, Hershey PA, is expanding our health system. We offer multiple
new positions for exceptional physicians eager to join our dynamic team of EM and
PEM faculty treating patients at the only Level I Adult and Level I Pediatrics Trauma
Center in Central Pennsylvania.
What We’re Offering:
• Salaries commensurate with qualifications
• Sign-on Bonus
• Relocation Assistance
• Retirement options, Penn State University Tuition Discount, and so much more!
What We’re Seeking:
• Core Emergency Medicine trained physicians with additional training in any of
the following: Toxicology, Ultrasound, Geriatric Medicine, Pediatric Emergency
Medicine, Research
• Completion of an accredited Emergency Medicine Residency Program and
Fellowship for PEM positions
• BE/BC by ABEM or ABOEM
• Observation experience is a plus

What the Area Offers:
We welcome you to a community
that emulates the values Milton
Hershey instilled in a town that holds
his name. Located in a safe familyfriendly setting, Hershey, PA, our local
neighborhoods boast a reasonable cost
of living whether you prefer a more
suburban setting or thriving city rich
in theater, arts, and culture. Known as
the home of the Hershey chocolate
bar, Hershey’s community is rich in
history and offers an abundant range
of outdoor activities, arts, and diverse
experiences. We’re conveniently located
within a short distance to major cities
such as Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, NYC,
Baltimore, and Washington DC.

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:

Heather Peffley, PHR FASPR at: hpeffley@pennstatehealth.psu.edu

Penn State Health is committed to affirmative action, equal opportunity and the diversity of its workforce. Equal Opportunity Employer – Minorities/Women/Protected Veterans/Disabled.

Kenansville, NC

LIVE, PRACTICE, &
PLAY IN EASTERN
NORTH CAROLINA
Vidant Health is seeking BE/BC Emergency Medicine Physicians to join their
expanding teams in Ahoskie, Edenton, and Kenansville, NC.
To learn more, visit us at CAREERS.VIDANTHEALTH.COM

Ahoskie, NC

Edenton, NC

